Left:right differences in psychophysical and electrodermal measures of olfactory thresholds and their relation to electrodermal indices of hemispheric asymmetries.
The study of lateralization processes in olfaction in human subjects has given rise to many contradictory findings. Indeed, sensorial cerebral asymmetry in olfaction depends on several factors (nature of task, quality of stimulus, characteristics of subjects, etc.) and could be also related to differences between the nostrils. In this field, few studies have assessed simultaneously the left-right nostril differences and the hemispheric asymmetry. The present work dealt with this question in the same population with the same odorants, procedures, and stimulations. Seven different concentrations of four specific odorants (two pleasant and two unpleasant) were used by single nostril stimulation with 30 dextral subjects (20 women and 10 men). Threshold detection in unilateral stimulation was investigated using electrodermal response to confirm the first psychophysic measure. Moreover, bilateral recordings of electrodermal activity (EDA) with unilateral stimulation were used as a measure of functional hemispheric asymmetry. Analysis showed no differences between the two nostrils for the threshold detection regardless of the method used (psychophysic or EDA response). However, most subjects presented a constant direction of electrodermal asymmetry whichever nostril was stimulated and whichever odorant stimulus used. The constant bilateral differences in EDA recordings are discussed in terms of asymmetrical activation of the hemispheres.